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SSU Explains Need For Upcoming
Tuition Increases
Creamer defends SSU's higher lab fees

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor
As of May I 7, the Board of
Trustees passed a tuition increase
that matched the four percent cap,
which translates into $ I 50 at
Shawnee State, set by the state.
These increases will take effect in
the 1993-94 academic year.
The need came from the loss of
1.5 to 2 million dollars in State
funding to the University. An increase in utilities of five percent
was also noted, as was a decline of
thirty students in SSU enrollment.
As a result of the increase, the
Chronicle spoke with Dr. David
Creamer, Vice-President of Business Affairs~ to learn more about
the tuition increases and the impact
they will have on student services.
Students have expressed concern over the higher tuition, especially those who will be paying the
new lab fees. These fees will be
directed primarily at students in
Allied Health Sciences, Business,
and Engineering Technologies, due
to the higher concentration of lab
hours in these disciplines. However, some English courses will
include a small lab fee to cover the
expense of computer paper, ink
cartridges, and maintenance.
- SSU plans to raise lab fees on a
minimum of 275 classes that will
amount toa 250 percent increase in
lab fees. Creamer explained that
the increased lab fees will aid the
student body in their quest for a
well-rounded educatio~. He quickly
stated that the money is not going to
a slush fund for the University to
use at its leisure. However, the
money paid would go directly to
labs that students are charged for
using. Creamer reassured ,the
Chronicle that the fees would go
only for equipment and related
needs for the labs and not for salaries. Creamer said, "It can only go
for things in the laboratory. We
[SSU] are not going to allow it to be
used for something else. We are
going to use it to maintain the
qualityoftheacademic programs."
When he was asked whether
the University could turn to other
measures to ensure the qqality of its

'.

programs, he stated, "[Improve- maintain a lab with the up-to-date
ments in equipment] these are the equipment necessary to prepare the
things that get squeezed first.'' A student for his/her job. He cited the
far as salary and benefits, Creamer need for software and hardware that
said that these are our largest ex- may range from a few thousand dolpenditures but, "You can only go lars to over a hundred thousand dolso far in these cuts." Several mem- lars. The problem will be in 2 to 5
bers ofpersonnel at SSU have been years after the now-modem equiplaid offdue to budget cuts and SS U ment possessed by Engineering Techcurrently has a hiring freeze.
nologies becomes obsolete. Scott
Creamer told the Chronicle the summed it up by saying, '' If you want
planned usage of the funds gath- quality, wearegoingtohavetopayfor
ered by the higher lab fees. ''The it.''
plan will be an improvement on
Scottalsopointedout, "Thereisa
supply and equipment sides. It will lot of expendable supplies. Anytime
end the continuation of stagnation you have a stlcldent, you are going to
. [of equipment and technology]." have mishaps." He stressed how uniHe went on to state that without the versal the problem is, whether it• s
fee increase, •'There would be a from an engineering student burning
mediocre supply for the labs. It out a fuse or transistor or an English
[the labs] would be negatively af- student printing out a paper twice due
fected.' •
to a mistake. There is always the
Creamer said that the Univer- problem of maintenance. He stated
sity realized that there would be a thatthesecostsneedtobeaddressedas
problem in the future if old tech- wellastheimprovingofthequalityof
nology was not replaced. He felt machinery.
that the sawed equipment should
Creamer emphasized the impornot be let go until SSU will be tance of modem and advanced techunable to catch up in a competitive nology for Engineering Technologies.
market. He cites that labs that are "The more applied nature of the curlocated in the Vern Riffe Engi- riculum there is higher risk [9fstagnaneering and Technologies Build- tion]. In technology classes, they are
ing are currently up-to-date, but expected to know the latest technolasks what happens in a few years ogy.'; He added, "Youdonotwantto
where hardware and software ad- send people out not prepared for what
vances happen overnight. "This they are supposed to know and let
[increased lab fees] intended not to them think they are prepared.•·
allow it [stagnation] to continue. It
Scott, as a professor, notes the
gets worse each year and continues importance of the modern equipment
to deterred each year." Creamer inanappliedareaofstudy.Hetoldthe
added, "The students are paying a Chronicle that, "When you leave here,
lower fee, but are getting an infe- you should leave with the knowledge
rior product.'•
to succeed in your general field. You
The Chronicle spoke with must charge appropriate fees [to upEdmon Scott; Assistant Professor date equipment]."
oflnstrumentation and Control, on
As far as the computer fee that was
the matter of lab fees and the im- proposed by the University, Creamer
pact they will have on the Tech- stated that it would not be passed at
nologies. Scott stated that the stu- this time. "It [the fee] proposed as a
dents, for the most part, are against dollar. However, the Board of Trustthe fees. He added, however, · ees wanted to phase it in." The fee was
"There is a lot of costs that the thus changed to 50 cents per credit
students do not see." The money hour. Creamer stated that it probably
wi II be used in the department from will not be adopted yet because of the
which it was derived. The student conflict with the four percent tuition
will have great benefits from it.•'. cap set by the State of Ohio. Creamer
Scott noted the expense required to stlted, ''It is more like a general fee.

It does not look like that the fee
will passed out.•• He stated that
there was still a need for the general lab fees to improve the ~onditions of the general access labs on
campus like those in the Learning
Center, Library, and Mathematics
Lab. "It is important to incoming
freshmen who do not have access
to labs. They are in as worse of
shape as any other of the labs on
campus."
Another proposed change is
from the maximum load. Presently a student may take up to 20
hours without additional fees being charged. Creamer said that
SSU is trying to stabilize the hours
taken in its four year programs.
This is to prevent a student from
racingthroughthe Universitywithout gaining the skills needed in the
work place. Creamer stated that it
was uncommon to take 20 hours in
a four year quarter-based system.
He said, "The norm inmost schools
is 16 or 17, and some 18." Ohio
University uses the course load

structure of 11-20 hours before additional fee increases. While having a
20 hour maximum, they also have a
lower initial requirement.
However, many students are in
the Allied Health, Engineering Technologies, Business or other programs.
The curriculum suggested by the university includes over 18 hours in
some quarters. Requiring students to
pay extra for a lower number of
credit-hours would increase the fees
on those students trying to follow the
University's suggested curriculum.
Those who could not afford the extra
fees would have to take a much
longer time to graduate.
Professors• views on this subject
range from stating that it is turning
the Institution into more ofa University to the observation that it will
only hurt students who have limited
financial resources.
Some instructors think that the
idea is good, but implemented in the
wrong way or too quickly. They see
a need to redesign the policies that
Continued On Page 7

SSU E~periences
Bomb Threat
By Philip Thleken
UC Entertainment Editor
A bomb threat was called in to
the College on Tuesday, June I st.
The caller claimed that there were
three bombs somewhere in Massie
Hall, and that they would detonate
at 2:15. The Police and Fire Departments were immediately contacted and responded in 3 to 4
minutes to the call.
Security quickly evacuated
Massie Hall, the Business Annex,
and the Commons Building, keeping everyone at a safe distance
from the buildings until the Portsmouth Police and Fire Departments
could search the ·buildings.
After a through search, the Police and Fire Departmentsernerged
from Massie Hall around 2: 15. No
evidence·ofa bomb was found, but
as a safety measure, no one was
allowed into the building until after 2:30.
Heather McGraw answered the
call in the Foundations Office at
I :05pm. She said that what she

heard was a man's voice on the
other end, and he spoke only long
enough to say that there was a
bomb in the building and that it
would go off at 2: 15. She then
notified Dan Young, Director of
Facilities, whointurnnotifiedGreg
Grant, the security officer on duty.
Officer Grant also received a call
later at about I :25. Officer Grant
said that the call he received also
was only long enough.for the caller
to make his statement and hang up,
adding that they should "get everyone out of the building because
we don't want anybody to get
hurt.''
Details as to the reason for a
bomb threat and to the possible
identity of the caller, are sketchy.
There has been much speculation
thatthe caller• s voice was a recording or maybe a machine, such as an
electronic voice distorter or a
computer's voice. Possible tracing
Qfthe call waits on the investigation by the UIS here at SSU.
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Sometime last year, while I
was stumping the Southern-Ohio
campaign trail for our former
Congressman (a real conservative Republican unlike a former
President of the U.S. that I could
name), a woman handed me a
copy of of a highly esteemed
gossip publication, whichamong
the usual articles about Bigfoot
and Princess Di's secret tryst and
yet another group being accused
of assassinating JFK (I think it
was either militant Elvis impersonators or a group of drunken
Shriners), there was an accusation that the Clinton campaign
had attempted to cover-up a visit
from a band ofleftist space creatures who had traveled many
miles to meet and endorse the
then "Love-Gov" from the land
of the semi-literate. Well I was
outraged! The Clinton campaign
hadn't covered up anything!
NBC; ABC, CBS and CNN had
all aired the fundraiser where
strange beings held hands with
Biliary and smiled for photographers from People magazine and
theVillageVoice. Theyincluded
Barbara Streisand, Warren
Beatty, Jane Fonda and ... wait a

minute those weren't space beings
those were spaced beings from the
pinko planet Hollyweird!
TinselTownhasn'talwaysbeen
a hotbed

Michael Medv;d has gone so far as
to entitle his latest book "Hollywood .vs. America" . Hollywood
once had a little taste and class.
Suspense

moviesthathypocriticallydenounced
capatilism and christianity. And finally, actors and directors have way
too much time on their hands. They
are vigorously recruited by left-wing
special interest groups. They donate
their voices and faces (but rarely their
money) to PACs that are financed by
high-ranking officials of the Demo~:;:~ot::; cratic party.
So before you go running to join
the A.C.L.U., Greenpeace, or the
Democratic party because Arsenio
Hall or Cybil Shephard tell you to,
remember that these pinko-pitiers
of the proletariat make more money
embodied then you or I could accumulate by
by a man enamored by Ingrid wiMing the lottery monthly. While
Bergman's sparkling smile not a Ed Asner and James Woods are
young moron drooling over Demi giving their "let's all sacrifice"
Moore'sshiningbehind. So why has speech, their Beverly Hills accounHollywood moved so far to the left tants are working twelve-hour days
and eighty-sixed and semblance of in sellrch of tax loopholes and their
morality from film and Television? agents are demanding millions up
First, Sen. Joseph ''better dead then front and 10-15%ofamovie'sgross.
Red" McCarthy made martyrs out High I.Q.sare not a prerequisite for
of a small group of Hollywood being a star but greed, promescuity
psuedo-communists during the Fif- and hypocrisy are major assests on
ties. Second, the anti-American planet Hollyweird. We need to
movement of the sixties and early send'a simple message to the liberseventies produced a band of lorig- als ofLos Angeles, "shut up and get
haired pinkos who found that they a life!" .
Editor's Note: Once again, Amen.
could make loads of money making
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Turner) .
Once upon a time when acting was
a profession, not an art; when movies were family oriented, not sexually oriented; Hollywood was fairly
conservative. Jimmy Stewart,
Charleton Heston, John Wayne, and
even Shirley Tell)l)le were politically to ·the right of well, Ronald
Reagan. Movies like "The Ten
Commandments" and "Shoes of
theFisherman"werethenorm. Now
Hollywood is the moral equivalent
of Caligula's Rome. It pumps out
sex, shoot-outs, and socialist
propoganda faster then Sodom was
sulfarized. Indeed film critic

..-.

On The Subject Of.European Cowardice and American Naivete
America's Role In The Balkans

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor
•'None ofthe panies is content with the [peace] plan's territorial aspects. War will therefore resume unless Bosnia is
flooded by foreign troops prepared to stay there indefinitely
and to fight all contenders. Even
the foreign minister of the
Bosnian Muslim victims has affirmed determinaJion to regain
all of Bosnia by force if necessary. The internationalforce will
thus be not a peacekeeping but a
peacemaking force. ''

-Henry Kissinger, Los Angeles Times

A few weeks ago a syndicated columnist in the Columbus
Dispatch wrote an article about
the possible use of force within
Bosnia by the United States. He
suggested that the only means to
end the conflict within the former
Yugoslavia was military intervention and blasted the European Community for not taking

an active stance on a military solution. The writer referred to the European Community as cowards and
the United States as the only country
willing to risk itself for the plight of
the Bosnian Muslims. I wish to raise
the question: Is it European cowardice or American naivete and idealism?
America has strange ideas on the
use of force and, ironically, the same
force that helped initiate the "shot
that was heard around the world."
Remember, the British use of occupation did not stop a band of rebels
without a clear structure from securing all of the Thirteen Colonies at
the finial battle at Yorktown.
America perceives with the following paradigm ''When in doubt
use force" rather than "take two
aspirins and call me in the morning.'' Force has hardly ever
squelched a movement, especially
when the force was administered by
an outsider without concrete and
total aims. Those who seem most
successful use force from within
when you count the power and their

lasting effect on history. You can world stood beside United States,
count several examples of the failure acting as the military arm of the
of American intervention within the United Nations, except for Yemen,
latter half ofthe century that have not Jordon, and Cuba. Not to mention the
had a concrete objective: the Korean amount ofcoalition troops their along
War (split of a nation; remember with our own outmanned the Iraqi
McArthur was on the way to China), positions greatly. Also, contributing
Vietnam, and the stationing of U.S. to the failure of Hussein's campaign
Marines in Beirut. All cost American is that he failed to gain religious
lives for the sake of peace and/or support. Hussein being a poor Muslim helped diminish the threat of his
destruction of Communism.
What we can chalk up as suc- military presence that was powerful
cesses are operations where we have on paper. Since most Americans
clear aims and proceed with over- viewed the conflict as a sports match
whelming superiority in accordance with favorite picks and statistics that
with terrain, political climate, eco- would make John Madden excited it
nomic conditions and other variables was difficult to take in other factors
factored in. These would include than raw data. For instance Iraq's
Grenada, the ouster of Panamanian military is a best between 20 ·and 40
dictator Noreiga, and Operation years behind o\Jrs and they still in sane
Desert Storm. In all cases except the cases use World War II technology.
last we outmanned and outgunned Thoughourtechnologywasnotalways
the enemy with our forces alone and apllL'i in the cooflict since it brace down
there was little hardened opposition at incredibly high rates and functioned
or the will to fight. Remember, the -PQOflY in the hot climate of deserts of
will to fight is the true factor that will Arabia. Mostofthetroq>sdidnot want
make an army work whatever its to be there fightingfor him in the first
ideology, faith, and/or nationalism. place. Jack Valenti, who was a high
In the case of Desert Storm the
Continued On Page 4
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The Study Of Whispering

By Dennis Day
UC StaffWriter

Often, in our silly endeavors
to find the origins of such common things as tables, radon gas
and xenon tubes, we stumble
upon the acquired knowledge of
some other previously unknown
phenomenon. Let us study the
origin of whispering.
Imagine yourselfin the cave
man era. You are an uncivilized, stupid, stooped over CroMagnon man with a cranium
which has the sophistication of
a walnut. You live in a particularly uneventful period in time
where six vocal sounds comprise your language. We'll call
that language Ugh, for simple
reason being that I am the author of this article, and this is the
name I decided to use at this
instance in time.
Suppose you were )Valking
around with your club in one
hand and dragging your female
companion with the other,

searching for some tasty tantalizing lizard to munch on. Suddenly,
unbeknownst to you, you suddenly appear to be dinner by a
rather large member ofthe Tyrannosaurs Rex family. Would you
say to your companion in a whisper or in normal speaking voice,
''Ugh, buh poth guu garr dok uuhth
wuwuh!! (Literal translation: "Oh
s#i+, Martha, big mother after
us!!") I am absolutely sure that
even this man, simple as he may
appear, has deduced that whispering may be the ideal method of
conveying his primitive thoughts
to his companion.
Cro-Magnon children would
apparently use this same technique in their daily lives. For example, if mommy-magnon were
to start complaining endlessly to
her young, her children might
whisper amongst themselves,
"Duh, ·tuffd xedtr yt, boggr.'.'
Translation: "It her time of month
again.' ' Whispering would be es-

peciall y beneficial in this case, for the
punishment for such an act would be
to go and live with Grandma-magnon
for a while.
In medieval times, whispering was
especially common when speaking of

the dead. Legend has it that once
Bernadette Gukkenheimerwasspeaking unfavorably of her expired husband, Marcus Gukkenheimer. Two
days later, old Martha was struck by
lightning, said to have been thrust out
of the sky by her husband himself.
Poor old Bernadette fried like toast.
Needless to say, she didn't have the
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guts to speak about her husband
that way ever again. From that day
on, townspeople and villagers all
across Europe never spoke out loud
about the dead. Interestingly,
Bernadette's great-great-greatgreat-great-son-in-law 's nephew's
second cousin, Benjamin Franklin,
would prove that medieval superstition wrong when he went to fly
his kite in a rain storm.
Centuries later, it was believed
that witches, wizards, and demons
couldn't place spells on you if you
whispered recitations of rhyming
rhythmic nonsense. You see, apparently Sleeping Beauty didn't
whisper this primordial convoluted
baloney, and you see how she was
cast into a spell which lasted 100
years? Whispering rhymes was
thought to have some form of lateral form of voodoo on the curser,
so that if Sleeping Beauty had done
her recitals, the witch may have
been cast into an eternal perpetual
degenerative mutative form oflife,

resulting in some form of rare
fungus or type of single-cellular
amoeba-type lifeform. She would
still be able to keep her spellcasting abilities, but those spells
would only work on other organisms such as herself. I wonder
what type of destructive torment
one amoeba could impose on another: the inability to reproduce
itself?
Moving a little closer to
modern times, in the early to
late l 900's it was best to whisper in the Soviet Union. You
see, even if a Soviet spoke to
his friend on the phone that the
General Secretary's tie looked
funny on T.V. last night, the
KGB was sure to arrive and
remove the offending comrade
for interrogations. So, all Soviets learned in the early 20's
to whisper one's thoughts.
Hence, we have a complete
account of the history of whispering. Any questions?

Ubermensch: Lawrence County
Ubermenshen In Jail

By Brian J. Overman
UC Opinion Editor

I have always heard people refer
to the police as "pigs" and to say
how ~cally unfair they are to
citizem. I had always disagreed with
that theay. Officers have always
been nothing short of fair with me.
They have always been helpful and
courteous. Needless to say, I had
never been pulled o:ver in Lawrence
County before.
ItwasaThursdaynight.Afriend
and Ihad gone to abar inHWltingtoo,
West VirginiacalledGUlllby's.They
were supposed to have an all girl
metal band, and I was quite interested. My friend and I bodl had a
busme$ meeting in Cincinnati in the
morning, so we agreed that there
would be no drinking.
At about I :00 AM. I had determined that the lady band was not for
me, so I went upstairs of the club
where they had a lot ofold Goodwill
furniture for people to sit around and
talk. Knowing that I had to be up at
5:30A.M.Idecidedtotakeal;l3p.The
next thing I knew,I wasawakepedby
an~yee ofthe club and Jwason
my way out. It was about 3:20 A.M.
At 3:30 A.M. I was oo my way
blck to Portsmouth. I ooiced ·an
Ohio State Patrol car rmving up
behimme.Hewasaboutacar-length
behird me in the left lane. I was in the
right lane catching 100 percent ofhis
hight lights inmy rear view, when I

.

'

.,

saw the srrens go ott: I immediately
looked at my speeoometer. I couldn't
really wxlerstand reing pulled over at
53 mph, but I pulled to the side.
The officer stepped up to the car,
and I gave him my I i ~. He never
told me why Iwasbeingpulledover,he
just asked me to come to the car with
hinm. I, ofcourse,acquiescedandwent
to the trooper'siwrolcar. When I was
imide, he asked me if I'd had anything
todrink. Withnolengthyexplanarion.s
required, I said, ''No.''
Next, I fOI.Uld myself outside the
patrol car being subjected to the humiliating torture of the "field test."
1beofficer'sexactinstructionswereto
take nine steps backward.'' I did what
was requested ofm::. I thought he was
just trying to ixotect the other drivers.
When I was finisood, he said, ''You
used your arms fa bllance." I was
arrested foc DUI on the spot I was
cuffedandplacedinthebackofhiscar.
This may seem like the harid part
of the experience, yet it is not. I was
transJX)rted the Highway State Patrol
station. I refused to talk to the "kind"
officer (I'm oo sure what kind.) I told
him only that my rights had not been

readtomelJIXl}myarrestaool refused

to speak. 1 told him that I wanted to
speak to my attaney. He first told me
that he didn't have to let me talk to an
attaney. I jlS kept giving him my
attaney'snwmermtilhefinallycalled.
he said there was m answer. I told him

that he could get my attorney's home
nUlllber ex answering service using directory assitance, and he said no.
I still refused to talk. I had oo been read
·my Miranda warnings and I had been
refused the right to counsel. As two other
officers walked by the door of the little
"interrogation" center, I called to them. I
asked if either of them could read me my
rights, this officer had refused to. At this
point, the arresting officer read me my
rights.
I decided that it would be in my best
interest to remain silent m1til I was allowed
to speak to counsel. I told the officer that I
was diabetic, requiring medical attention
and I made no further statements.
He told me that I would automatically
lose my lic:eme for a year and placed me
blck into his cruiser. I told him that I would
definitely need tokoo.vhisfullname formy
records. he said that he had already told me
his name when I was criginally arrested. I
told him that I was oow asking him for the
full name ofmy arresting officer. His reply
was, "Fred Flintstme." Yes, ladies and
gentlemen, I had been arrested foc a crime
I didn't commit and refused the right to
counsel by a cartoon character. I decided
that Iwooldplayaloog. laskedMr. F1imstooe
where I was beingtramp<rted to. Although
yoo may rxx believe that an officer of the
law could resat to this type of juvenile
activity, re said, "I'm taking you to the
river and I'mgoingtodumpyoooffthere."
I had seen the Rodney King video and I was
in fear of what this man might do, e,oo.gdering my lack of c.oq,eratim. I could not

as

I later fOI.Uld that my court date
believe my iredicament.
Wefinallyarrivedatwhatappeared coincided with a scheduled Psychology
to be the Lawrence County Jail. All of test, so I called to reschedule. I was told
myposses.5ionsweretakenby0fficer by the lady that I should call the
Flintstone. I asked Officer Flintstone prosecutor' soffice to okay the change. I
when I would be released and re made did I told the court that I was available en
use of a few expletives and told me his any Tuesday or Thursday. They said it
must be scheduled on a Mooday or
name was Officer Courter.
I was chnnped into a small empty Friday. I told them that Ihad to talk to my
cell with a man who was therefor some professocstogetanopendatethatlcould
felonious chug and theft charges and left schedule. I told them that I would call
all night. At7:30 AM. Iwasduetohave back. They said that was fine.
I called back a few days alter to
an injection of 60 units of insulin. Do
reschedule
my appointment. I w~ told
yoo think I got it? I was in need of a
that
there
was
noway I could reschedule
breakfast also. No, I didn't think I'd get
and
that
a
warrant
had been placed for
that either. If I had asked I'm sure
my
arrest.
I
asked
why
and she said they
Barney Rubble would have told me I
could
not
remove
a
case
ftan the COlD1
was lucky to be getting oxygen.
docket.
I
had
to
be
arrested
before I could
I was taken to the Lawrence County
go
to
court.
I
asked
to
speak
to the judge
courtatabout9:00A.M.By 11 :OOA.M.
who
would
be
handling
my
case, reaccording to my strict Diabetic diet, I
membering
that
re
seemed
a
fair
man.
was due lunch. I had not had it Due to
She
said
that
itwoukl
be
Wlethical
for
me
my lackofinsulinfoc 19 hours,I recame
to
speak
to
him
aoo.imy
case.
I
was
told
ill. I told the ooiliffthatifl didoo get my
insu1in injectioo I would require hospi- that ifI tummyselfin cna Tuesday I will
talization. I was told to go to the bath- have to be in jail mtil Friday to go to
room and come back to be called for court.
The Lawrence Colllty legal system
court.
.has
gcx
i t ' s ~ I suppose it pays to
Afteraboutanocherhourofregurgistay
off
the highwaywhen statistic hunttation I was called before the court. At
ing
''pigs''
are cruising the area. One
this point, my reh and shoelaces had
been taken, my shin was soiled with mcreconvictedDUI. Yeah,they'rekeeppuke, and I had not showered nor eaten ing those highways safe. Keep up the
in ahmst 24 hours. I must've been a funding. That'salltheycareabout. Lawbeautiful sight foc the judge. 1be judge rm;e C'.ountry gets $1000.00 to pay the
was the one redeeming fdctCI in the ~andOfficerAintstone
situation. He allowed me acootinuance gets a plaque, "Over One Billion
Serv~ (with citations)!"
to seek legal coomel.

•
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Willard Goes On A Sabbatical
has not been in the
last three issues. I confess: I have been on a
sabbatical.
Recently, I went
to Circleville, Ohio
to visit my relatives,
Carol and Clayton Holbrook. They
When you are tired in mind and even had Aunt Bess with them!
body, isn't it nice to talk to someone? Seeing family makes you forget what
Just think of my column as your sound- was bothering you in the fast place.
ing board. Pull upachairandsita spell. I needed to get away from all the
hassle of city life. This was nothing
I am always willing to listen.
Sometimes, you may find a sympa- but pasture playgrounds and the closthetic friend in the green comforts of est neighbor to talk to was the humthe woods. Come back with me to a mingbirds.
Aunt Carol and Uncle Clay have
place in time when the ''rat race'' was
when Aunt Helen's cat got in the barn. a new home they built and named it
Welcome, dear readers. Many of you ''Trinity.'' This is snuggled against
have complained because my column rolling. hills, which tease your eyes

for miles. Below, there is a big
pond filled with bluegill and catfish. I had a ball catching them
with some grub wonns I found.
At the mouth of the road stands
their log cabin. They purchased
the century -old original one and
moved the logs to Circleville. Uncle
Clay is into building so it did not
take him any time to have it rebuilt.
When we all stepped in it was
like going back into time. The
whole cabin is furnished with handmade antique furniture, complete
with an old cookstove. Old knickknacks were in every corner and
antique tools adorned the walls. I
took time to just soak in the feeling
of history.

. At the back door, a fenced-in
My aunt Carol named her cabin
herb garden tantalized my nose "Mine." Each day when she goes
with new sprouts. I heard Aunt to pray and meditate in it, she writes
Bess talk about when she was little. in a journal. All of this made me
Hermomanddad(my great-grand- miss the common comfortsofNumparents) went to town and told the ber Eleven. Heaven is as close as
kids to stay in the wood box until your back door.
they heard the field whistle blow.
So, Dear Readers, I will leave a
Then, they could get out and eat note in the journal:
their potatoes cooked in their jackDear "Mine,"
ets (skin). NosoonerthanmygrandWe were all together in your
parents left, the kids jumped out wooden embrace. May God always
and ate their potatoes. We had a remind us where our peace comes
good laugh over that.
from, and that we can always fmd it
When I knelt among the pines, when we look around us. Who says
I suddenly was aware of what rich- that Eden is gone.?
ness was all about. I remember the
Keep sending your cards and
old songwriter who wrote "Build letters.' I may not have the answers,
Mt.. a Cabin in the Comer ofGlory.'' but I will always listen. Until next
The pennyroyal herbs ascended in time, keep talking SSU!
sweet savor to the One who made
A TIENTION READERS!
• all this possible.
Don't miss Willard Eltoo Fad's
Somehow the pines stood as
Finale, when he goes back to
angels singing over the little gar- visit Number Eleven, Coal Hollow. He
change my mind a lot.
den plot. I know what the writer will share the Sffliment in: "Number
But whether I end up a miniswas meaning. My family was Eleven, The Loog Journey Heme."
_ter/Theology professor at the Uniaround me and I felt very rich. My Pull~arockingchairandq,enaMooo
versity of Kentucky or a dentist in
spirits lifted with the morning glo- Pie. Take a trip as our beloved yamOklahoma, one thing is for sure: I
ries entwined in the old fence post. spimel' recum.! Be watching!
won't miss this paper.
No sir.
I'm not being Holmes Opinion On Bosnia Continbitter. I just don't
like journalism. As . ued From Page 2
far as this paper is !evel aid of Lyndon Johnson and mercenary of the world? Does the ·
concerned,
it flew over Yugoslavia in World United States think it end hostilities
can ... go on without War II with the 12th Air Force that has ran on since the 14th cenme.
tactical bomber squadron was tury by sending 75,000 American
And it will.
quoted, "We had trouble finding troops there. Wake up Mr. Clinton
I am probably SCUD missiles in Iraq. How do and Congress it is not going to hapand probably will you find targets in the mountains?" pen! Tito, the former leader of Yube the worst editor
The Europeans have had bun- goslavia lead the country to unity do
this publication has dreds of years to learn the prob- to the dream ofCommunism and the
ever had. I'm not ashamed of this. !ems associated with military in- destruction of the Balkan's Nazi
At least I'll be remembered. Ifl 'm tervention throughout the world. invaders. That was then before the
not the worst, I'm definatlythe one Wisdom should not be misunder- death of Tito's cult of personality
with the shortest term.
stood as cowardice. We be leader and the end of the utopia promised
So, with that in mind, I'll end of the world now, but it would not by Communistic states began to
thisjourney intoadimension we've harm listening to our elder grand- decay into reality. Today, without
journeyed through several times. fathers who walked before us.
the Communistic State to unite the
It's not the perfect place, but
I am human and see the death people the old hatreds arose. The
hey...what do yoµ expect from a of many people within the borders United Nations has already lost over
guy who used to think pornogra- of an ill defined area known as 32peacekeepers. Ifthewarringparphy was okay?
Bosnia as loss to humanity. How- ties do not respect U.N. peacekeepSee ya!
ever, can we really preventthe loss ers do you think they are going to
of human_ lives by adding our fists respect American and European into the fray or merely escalate it tervention that will be far from pasfurther. Frankly, I see it as another siv~?
list of names to add to the body
Ho Chi Minh stated this prinCQUllt. An unfortunate thing hapciple in a letter to President L. B.
pens often in foreign intervention Johnson on Feb. 15, 1967 in reply
amongwarring factions. They unite to the bombing of North Vietnam.
long enough to fight the alien pres- General Curtis Le May stated that
ence and break apart into warring the American would bomb the
groupsagainwhentheforeigneris North Viet(\llmese "back to the
defeated. Remember the Soviet Stone· Aae." However Minh,
expedition into Afghanistan and whose hero was George WashingtheBritish withdrawalfrom Gre.ater ton, replied, "The Vietnamese
India.
people will never yield to force
Is America ready to become nor agree to talked under the men•the policemen.on better tenn .tJte ,, , ac~ of bombs.•'

The FinaJTwilight Zornes

You'retravelingthrough space and
time. You come to a door leading to
another dimension. A dimension where
Jesus is King, the word ''newspaper"
doesn't exist, and everyone has stopped
telling me I got a hair cut. You are
about to cross over
into ... The Twilight
Zornes.
Welcome to the
very last Twilight
Zornes. Never again
will you travel to my
part of the universe.
Never again will you
gain insight into my'
mind. Neveragainwill
you read my conservative views. Never
again wiU you wonder, "What's he
talking about?''
Never again.
I have had fun with this column.
I've grown in this column. My first
column, although not the Twilight
Zornes, was about pornography. During this time of my life, I advocated •
pornography by brandishing that famed
tool of "freedom fighters", The First
Amendment.
Man, was I screwed up.

I no longer advocate pornography. Infact,ldespiseit. Itsdisgusting, demeaning, and it can really
mess you up in the head. I really
need to apologize for wasting the
space in the paper.

?
Yes, I have definitely changed
since Fall quarter. I no longer have
long hair or earrings; I no longer
devoutly watch Rush Limbaugh;
and most importantly, I no longer
question why I'm here.
As most of you know, I've decided to go from being an English
major to a Theology major with the
hopesofbecomingaminister. Since
I've decided this, I've had wonderful support despite the fact that I do
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UC News Editor

Mystery Navajo
flu claims 13

( Gallup, N.M.) There have
been at least 13 deaths from a
respiratory ailment mainly striking members of the Navajo Nation, which is located on territory
inbothArizonaand New Mexico.
Nine victims are Navajo. At this
time there are at least 18 known
cases of the flu-like illness. The
illness is being called unexplainableadultrespiratorydistresssyndrome.
The ailment starts with symptoms common with the flu, which
include: nausea, muscle aches,
cough,andfever. However,asthe
illnessprogressesitleavesitsvictims turning blue and gasping for
breath.
Currently there are still no
definite links except geography.
Although the majority of victims
of the initial outbreak have been
Navajo, there are some cases affecung omer rac1aJ and ethnic
groups. Michael Burkhart, the
New Mexico Health Secretary,
stated, "We'recheckinganything
we can find, anything we think
could give us a clue." A similar
case in 1976 took four months to
discover the cause of Legionnaires' Disease. '
There have been a few victims
·
who recoverecl;·however,noanbbiotics have been officially linked
to the recovery.
Currentlytherearetwopatients
in critical condition in
Albuquerque's University Hospita] Another admitted WI.th them, a
·
13 uearoldNava•iooirlnamedKim
J
.
:1 berly Bartlett, died Saturday.
The many traditional Navajo
are approaching the disease as a
sickness of the spirit rather than the
body. Anson YizzieaNavajo grandmother that lives outside of Gallup
told the media that the peq,le new·
· Vizzi said,
theplaguewascommg.
e •
''Our medicine men, they knew 1t
was going to happen. It's because
wedoo'tdoalotoftheceremonial
things we used to do. We don't
believe in our traditional ways. That
is why it is hawemng. It's not a

~~~•s::1

~c:~g

last Thursday one shaman blessed according the Israeli government. ing other improvements in the letting the market regulate production
Red Rock State Park were Bartlett was However, Palestinians living in the area of human rights. These are areas and strengths aoo will lead to a
before she caught and died of the virus. Occupied Territory ofthe Gaza Strip probably the key for China to have healthywcrld economy by promoting
Traditional Navajos spread com claim that the Israeli Defense Forces the order renewed in 1994.
growth. This principle usually applies
pollen throughout the reservations as (IDF)havefurtherrestrictedentrance
Clinton said of his decision to those nations who are strong manuprayer and a blessing.
tliat China was one of the facturers and have the wealth to proCleofus Curley, a
world'smostrapidlygrow- duce cheaply with no tariffs added to
who disbelieved in traditional
ing economies and is cur- the product. Tariffs are used to restrict
healing practices, has shown berently ' 'moving away from the purchase of goods from other nalief after his grandmother has
communism to market eco- tions by making them expensive
been helped by Navajo shaman
nomics veryquickly.. .l ba- through taxation. The consumer must
with various illnesses. He stated,
sically have decided to ex- turn to the domestic JXOOUcts. How"Sometimes
tend MFN status for a year ever, in the age of transnational and
[ashaman]helps,scmetimes
because I want to supJX>rt • multi-national corporations, industry
it doesn't. Both work together
modernization in China. '' can set up in a host natioo to avoid
here... lfthe medicine man can't
He has stated earlier that, tariffs or, in the case ofMexican interhelp he sends them to the docta-;
"It' sa greatopJX)rtunity for ests, produce goods through lower
ifthedoctorcan'thelp,hesends
America there [in China] ." cost labor aoo then sell in the U.S.
themtothemedicineman. They L;; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;===========However Clinton also without a tariff.
are both healers."
said, "They [China] still
However, many groups believe
Group calls for end into Israel. Many Palestinians go into put JX)litical prisoners in jail. We that the treaty will guarantee the
Israelforemployment,especiallyfrorn think that they have used prison loss of American jobs to Mexico.
to Cuban embargo the extremely poor Gaza Strip that labor to make products, and we Labor unions are vehemently
(New York) A delegatioR of 11 basicallyhasnomeansofself-support. have some other problems with against NAFT A and see this as
members from the group known as the
The Israeli government also stated them.''
another nail in the coffin for
Amertea' s declining industrial secInternational Peace for Cuba Appeal thatapp-oximately280a&titiona1Pal- Group daims that
tor which supplies high payingjobs.
(IPCA) claims that the 31- year old estinianswouldbereleasedduetothe
embargo of Cuba is linked to an eye feast of Eid al-Adha that will talce Mexican lobbyists
This will promote more part-time
and lower wage jobs in the service
disease that is sweeping the island. So place next week.
try to ensure the.
sector and hurt American workers
far 30,000 Cubans have fallen victim _
Clinton gives most
to the disease over 18 months. Last
passage of NAFTA and their affluence, they claim.
ThursdaytheC'ubangovemmentasked favored nation status
(Washington) The Center for Representative Ted Strickland is
the international community for aid in to China
Public Integrity (CPI), a govern- against the bill as he stated earlier
fighting the disease due to its severity.
ment watchdog group, has issued in his campaign due to the JX>SsiThe disease destroys eyesight in
(Washington)LastThursdayPresi- a reJX>rt stating that over $25 mil- bility it might take jobs away from
its victims. TheIPCAclaimsthatitis dentBillClintooagreedtorenewma;t lioo hasbeenspertinfouryearsfcr Southern Ohio.
caused by dietary problems and mal- favorednatioo trade status toChinafor lobbying on behalf of the Mexican
nutrition. However, Cuban doctors another year. Clintonfeltittooearlyto govemmentaooodubusinessinterhave yet to pinJX>int the actual cause. revoke the aid and destroy China's eststoensurethepasslgeofthe North
It is not known whether the disease is attempt at modernization, rut would American Free Trade Agreement
nutational or hereditary. The East still monitor. Heinsistedthatthe United (NAFTA). lbeseinterestorn,ww.even
e,,.....,,...
CoordinatorofIPCA, Jelayne Myles, States would not "turn its back" on hired33retiredU.S.govemmentperstated, "It's looking as though the eye human rights. China's human rights sooneltohelp~themeasure,sorne
disease is caused by nutritional defi- abuses include the suspected use of ofwhom have been associated with
ciencieswhichareblockaderelated." fcrced prison labor in iooustry and the Qinton Administration.
She added "But whatever the cause imprisoning JX>litical prisoners for
Opponentsclaimthattherepcrt
turns out to be, it's only complicated OPJX>Sition to the Sfate.
isbiasedaoomisleading. Theynote
MEETING DATES AND TIMES
b h bl kad "
Clinton is expected to prepare
Y t e oc
e.
that the CPC receives approxiPortsmouth,
734 8th St.,
Former attorney general Ramsey the executive order with strong lan- mately IO percent of its funding
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Clark was on the eleven-iooividual del- guage against human rights viola- frornlaborunioncr~rlaborbased
egation and is calling for an end to the tions by the Communist government. groups. Labor unioosare against the
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
blockadesincetheSovietUnioo'sdisin- This may include freeing most of
Saturday, 7 p.m.
tegration. He asked, , 'What JX>SSible China's JX>litical prisoners and makA was designed to proIronton, Christ Episcopal
reasonistheretoinflictsufferingonall
motefreetradeontheNCl1bAmeriChurch, Fifth and Park
the peq>le ofCuba [especially now that
I
can continent among the United
the Soviet bloc has collapsed]?''
States, Canada, 800 Mexico. Those
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
Mondays at 12:00 Noon ,
Some American researchers have
wJ,,.back
the
measme
see
it
as
.
Founder's Room
already left to aid the Cuban people.
,..r,..,
___________________________.........
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prayers aoo spiritual advice to the
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is SJl'C8din_g across. Last Th_ursday Palestinian detainees, the maiority
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shaman t th doc
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David Levinson, a U.S. physician in
Cuba researching the disease, told the
media, "[the] JX>licy of embargo is a
direct attack on the health of the ~ban
people."
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SSU Honors GraduatesWithAwards
Ceremony
OnThursday,May27,Shawnee
honored some of its outstanding
graduates in a ceremony in the
Micklethwaite Lounge in the Student Center. This was the first occasion at which Shawnee has been
able to formally honor its graduat- ·
ing class.
Fred Chrisman, Director of Student Acri vities, served as Master of
Ceremonies.
A welcoming talk was given by
Jacqueline Evens. Fred Cbrisman
then introduced Susan Warsaw who
spoke for the Shawnee Alumni Association and presented two Silver
Star Awards. She explained that the
Silver Star Award is given for
achievement by former students. A
Silver Star went to Craig Hillen
who, after graduating from
Shawnee, went on to get his MBA
from Ohio University and now
works for U.S. Health. A Silver Star
also went to Deborah Bays who,
after being forced to quithigh school,
began her college career by getting
her G.E.D. and is now a ·registored
nurse.
Jim Arnzen spoke for the Ath-

letic Department, which honored
Phillip Bonzo and Eric Pmy,-Sr.,
who has already been accepted
into grad school at Ohio University.
The College of Arts and Sciences honored several graduates.
Jerry Holt, for Arts and Humanities, presented Angela M.
Campbell with a lovely ceramic
vase crafted in SSU's Art Department.
Tom Carnevale, for math science, honored Brett Young and
Becky Jo Tipton.
Robert Deal, of the Natural
Science Department, presented
three awards. The first went to
Becky Jo Tipton for her accomplishments in Cbemistry, making
her a double honoree. The other
went to Robert A. Vance, a transfer student with over two-hundred
and fifty credit hours. The third
award went to Stephanie A.
Shwnate, w}K? has presented papers at two scientific conferences
and has been invited to prepare a
paper for a major international
scientific journal.

By Kathi Jo Arnold
Features Editor
On May 23, the fraternity Tau

Jr. Riffe was selected as this
year's TKE President (Prytanis).
Riffe,a24-year-oldJunioratSSU,is
pursuing a Bachelor's degree in
Social Science. Too majcr goal for
the fraternity is to expaoo into a full
chapter.
Other elected officials to the
TKE are as follows: Shawn Carver,

Jim Miller, of the Social Science tending Ohio University, were the
Department, presented an award to recipients.
For ISA, Edmon Scott presented
Donna J. Mosley.
The CollegeofBusinessalso gave an award to Mavis Shafer, who has
out several awards. Roy Payne pre- a grade-point average of 3.96.
The College of Health Sciences
sented theDavidW. Wilson Award to
Janet H. Bailey. He read a very mov- honored Lana K. Bakenhaster, who
ing letter she had written in which she entered the nursing program with
said, "Four years ago· I could not no prior experience, completed the
write a check, turn on a computer or program in three years. Also honeven find the Business Building." ored was Marguerite Wallen who
Now she can balance the books and returned to school after raising a
write computer programs in five lan- family and achieved a 3.95 gradeguages.
point average. Suzanne Shelpman,
Deborah Waterman, of the De- ·Director of the JOBS Student RepartmentofLegal Assisting, presented tention Program, gave awards from
the SSU Connection to Sandy La.wan award to May Hughes.
Dr. Gerald Berry presented the yer and Brenda Miller for "outDPMA award to Charles Stallings. stahding achievement, and a blend
This award is voted by the students. of work, family and academics."
Jacqueline Evens received a scholar- She also presented awards to Donna
Mosley, James Savoie and
ship from DPMA.
For the College of Engineering Jacqueline Evens.
Patricia Gilmore, Coordinator
Technologies, Dean David Z. Winters gave surprise awards to Todd of Disability Services, presented a
Wiggins (Baccalaureate) and Mavis Certificate of Honor from Student
Shafer (A~iate 's). Both are mem- Support Services to Brett Young,
bers of the Engineering Honor Soci- who carried a 3.58 grade-point average and was an advocate of the
ety, Tau Alpha Pi.
Dr. Karl Hllgarth did the honors rights of disabled students. Matt
for IEEE. Joe Van Dusen, President Matthews, for Minority Affairs and
of the IEEE for the past year, and G.RO. W. (Generating Realistic OpAnthony Bush, who will soon be at- portunities for Women) presented
an award to Eric Berry, citing his
leadership, his ability to interact
with
people, and his guidance of
Epiprytanis (Vice-president), James
younger
students. Awards also went
Amey, Grammateus (secretary), Jeff
to
Jin
Lewis
and Dolores Weber.
Dire, Histor (address and personal infcrFred
Chrisman
thanked the Stumation recorder), Jason Runyon,
dent
Programming
Board.who arHypophetes (scholarship affairs), Denranged
the
awards
presentation.
He
nis Valentine, Pylortes (sergeant-atof
students
said
that
the
number
anns),andBobbyVa.racalliasHegermn
(initiation and educational programs). who attended theiractivitiesrecently
, Tau Kal)lll Epsilon will be hosting a shows how good a job they have
four-on-four volleyball tournament at done. He mentioned that the Stuthe Burger Barn on Secooo Street here in dent Programming Board was rated
Portsmouth. An entry fee of $20.00 is very highly by North Central, the
group which helps determine acrequired per team.
creditations.
An award went to Jeffery D.
Yuenger, who plans to study cellular biology 'in grad school. Special
: ON ART SUPPLIES : Mention was made of Jacqueline
I
at
I Evens who placed her training in
emergency situations at the disposal

New T KE Officers Elected _ _
uc

KappaEpsilonheldanelectionforits
officer positions. Too meeting was
held in the oonquet room arxt votes
were cast in secrecy. Offices are held
foraminimumofooeyearintheTKE,
whichistheonlyfratemityoncampus.

Scholarship In Honor Of Slain Corrections Officer Announced - - - -

Although the rid at the Southern
OhioCorrectiooalFacilityisnowmcre
than six weeksi:mt, the peq,le touched
byitare stillreeling. Nearlyeveryonein
Lucasville, the canmunity that surrounds the )X1SOD, 300 in the towns 300
cities nearby have some coonection to
someone affected by the eleven-day

staoooff.

In a close-knit community like that
of Scioo, County, "everyone knows
somebody" whether a guard, police
officer,Natiooalguardsman,Rederc&
vollDlteer, member of the media, or
inmate that had a role in the events that
followed E.aster Slllday's take over by
the pisoners of L Block.
But the name ofooly one ofthooe
peq,le will be remembered by nearly
everyone even trough they may not
have known him perscmlly.
Robert Vallarxiingham, one of the
eight guanh held Image by.therioting

inmates,
the ooly non-inmate to
lose his life in the melee. And his
deathwasalos.stothewholecommunity. "Everyooefeelsasiftheyknew
Bob," said psycoologist Paul Oabtree, Vice-President of Student Affairs at Shawnee State University.
"Becausetheeyesoftheentirenation
were onLucasville, we all feha
of loss when Bob died.''
Naturally,nolhingcantringBob
Vallaooinghambackaoonothingcan
makeupforhisdeath,butat~one
person has dooe something in an
effort to keep his name alive.
Anancn}TllOUSdoncrhascreated
the Robert Vallandingham ScholarshipatShawneeState Universityarxl
plam to donate $500 each year to
keep the award in fcrce fer many
years to cane.

Continued On Page 7
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ofauthoritiesandremainedatLucasville Prison through the entire siege.
President Clive Veri concluded
the fonnal presentations by handing
out Certificates to those who have
made the Dean's List in one or more
ofthe last four quarters. To make the
President's List, one must achieve a
4.0 grade-pointaverageforthequarter. Of the two-hundred and fiftyfive students who made the
President's List at least once in the
last four quarters, seventy-five were
able to attend, and Veri pulled off a
prodigious feat of memory by mispronouncing only one name.
Of course, it was mine.
Students who achieved the
President's List three times in the
last four quarters were given, besides the certificates handed out to
all the President's List honorees,
lapel pins. ·
The three-time winners were:
Lora H. Adams, Lana K.
Bakenhaster, Christopher D.
Guilliams, Anne Hackman, Jane
Howitt, Susan M. Johnson, Melissa
D. Lapp, Connie S. Legg, James M.
Lynd, Regina R. Meadows (Four
Times), Thomas R. Redecker, Mavis W. Shafer, Naomi Shelpman,
Rhonda M. Spradlin, Marguerite
Wallen, and Jeffrey D. Yuenger.
After the presentations there was
an informal buffet.

I.Wasted Space
Gree~:&

Clubs

Raise a Cool $ I 000
IN .JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No Cost.
And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER

if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0S28, E:itt.6S

Piscount Computing Etc.
8 I 6 6th Street.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

Computers-Printers-Monitors-SoftwareScanners-C/D ROM-Voice Mail
Lease-Purchase $54.05
Free Classes

(614) 354-2093
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Baccalaureate Degree To
Be Offered By SSU Art
Department In 1994 = =

Tuition Increases Continued
From Page I

outline course content before
the implantation of the hour change.
This is primarily for the two-year
programs.
Creamer stated that it is not uncommon for students at a university
to take greater hours in a two-year
program, but it is uncommonior the
four-year. The goal of the program
is to stabilize the four-year program
nwnber of credit hours. However,
some faculty have also expressed
interest in expanding the length of
time necessary to attain certain twoyear degrees.
The students who complete their
degrees as outlined in the Student
Handbook will be paying an additional $72.00 per credit hour.
Creamer told the Chronicle that
the Universitywaschangingthe limit
to benefit the students by slowing
them down in their tracks and forcing them to acquire necessary skills.
Creamer stated, "The overall intent
is not to bring in new revenue. It was
to get us [SSU] to match with baccalaureate program. Expand the academic programs to make us like a
four institution." Two reasons,
among others, for nut receiving new
revenue are: the amount of classes
taken will be fewer, and some students will decide not to return.
Creamer added, "It is difficult to
generate absolute equity.•• He noted
that many students will be concerned
that they cannot take the higher
nwnber of classes per quarter for
. equal fees. However, Oeamer then
said is it fair for the working student
who can manage to take 12 credit
hours and never take advantage of
the 20 credit hour maximwn. Actu-

W~sted Space
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15.95 oil chane:e soecial

Includes oil filter and 11/J to five quarts of
oil, co111plete chassis lube
available at

Knittel'• BP S.rvlce

Gallia -& Waller Street,

Knittel'• Ra1Wer"Alr~61Mp
2026 Robinson Avenue

K1!ltlel'1 Mafffer Ii: Brake Shep
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Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
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PrograQIS l-800-327-6013.

it [those who come and see events at
In 1994, the Art Department of fields of art and education. He
SSU and students who may use the SSU will offer several Baccalaure- showed me a report from the U.S.
garage]. That would be a totally ate degrees. There will be a B.A. DepartmentofLabor BureauofSlarequiring 186 hours. It will be pos- tistics which stated that for teachers
separate issue."
The fee will be charged to stu- sible to concentrate in ceramics, ( and many SSU art students have
dents and administration. The fac- painting or drawing and each de- expressed interest in teaching) elulty and staff would still have free gree requires forty hours in one of ementary and secondary, 1992-1995,
access to emplo}'ee parking at the these areas. An additional 36 hours job growth is expected to be 38 per
rear of Massie Hall. The spaces will will be required in other art-related cent and 13 per cent respectively.
not be reserved, but will be attained ·fields. It will also be possible for the This represents the number of posion a first come, first served basis. student to split his concentration tions that will come open. For deHowever, administration will be able hours between two areas, such as signers the job growth projection
to purchase higher cost parking that drawing and painting. For those in- between 1992 and 1995 is 41 per
is closer to the University. It is also terested in education there will be cent. Commercial graphic artists are
a possibility that students may have two degrees (with one additional estimated at 26 per cent. For artistic
degree still on the drawing boards) painters the job growth outlook is 16
access to the~ privilege.
The Chronicle brought up the which include a teaching certifi- per cent. Considering how many
question ofwhether students will be cate. The teaching certificates for jobs are experiencing negative
guaranteed a parking space. The elementary and secondary educa- growth, these are very encouraging
Chronicle noted that parking spaces tion will require several extra hours. figures. For musicians job-growth
are iresently abundant on campus There are a couple of details still to expectation is 25 per cent, for seand asked if that would change after be finalized, but it appears to be a lected artists, writers and entertainall the planned construction is com- very well thought-out program and ers 35 per cent, for photographers 18
pleted. The most immediate con- we recommend that anyone with an per cent, for actors 43 per cent, and
cern is the Fine and Performing Arts interest in art talk get in touch with for writers and editors 35 per cent.
Center that will be built in the park- Tom Stead.
"So,the statistics, at least foc the
_ing lot beside the Library.
On Friday,Jtme 4, the Chronicle govemmentoutlooks, areirettygood
The Chronicle cited a parking talked to Tom Stead about the fu. for most of the arts. Many of the
fee debate that had occurred at the ture of the Art Department, and art programs which be run in the new
University of Rio Grande in Ohio. in general, here at SSU.
Fine Arts Building have a very exThe ~hoot was not legally able to
WemetTominhisofficewhich cellentjob outlook."
enforce parking fees due to their is crowded with paintings, drawThe art field has a very bright
inability to provide a guarantee of a ings and the various paraphernalia outlook right now. Which is why we
parking space.
common to art instructors. The re- are getting all these arts degrees
Creamer said that while some porter, who has a bad back, was goingrightnow. "Wedon'twantto
parking will be destroyed, other lots invited to sit in the famous "kneel- offerdegreesindead-endprograms."
will open and replace those lost. He ingchair"whichmanyofyouhave
Tompointsoutthatalotofthings
said that there would be little or no heard about, and, yes, itis extremely are happening right now to improve
change in the number of parking comfortable and took all the pres- the job outlook for artists. He replaces. However, they may be far- sure off my spine.
minds us that the cable network
ther away. Most universities, as they
Tom began by telling me about systems are in the process ofgoing to
grow, include parking farther away. the job market for people in the
Continued On Page 11
This is part of the growing process.
Creamer noted that he often had to Corrections Officer Scholarship Conwalk a mile or more to his classes tinued From Paie 6
from where he usually parked at
"To my knowledge, the indi"In a sense, this dcmor has
Ohio University.
has
never
met
Bob
nor
any
vidual
done
something for all of us,••
The Chronicle also asked if the
of
his
family,"
said
Susan
Warsaid
Clive
Veri, President of
program would pay for itself, espeof
Development
at
saw,
Director
Shawnee
State
University .
cially in the area of enforcement of
"The
donor
felt
a
the
University.
''This
selfless
act
will
keep Bob
the fee. Creamer stated that the plan
need
to
do
something
positive
afVallandingham's
memory
alive
will hopefully pay for itself espe"and
tersuchatragedy,"
she
said,
just
for
for
years
to
come--not
cially in the area ofenforcement and
felt
that
ensuring
someone
access
his
family
,
but
to
every
student
bring in sufficient lighting and secuto higher education would be a and friend of Shawnee State Unirity for the facilities.
positive legacy."
versity."

ally, for the student who never takes
enough hours to be charged the
higher fees, the system is more than
fair. Creamersaidthataslowertrack
will provide a better learning environment so that students can take the
time to be prepared. He noted that
' 'our institutions requirements fall
less than most other four }'ear institutions. Most public institutions like
ourselves for a rule are easier for
most students to enter. Then they are
institutions like However, he added
"Every university is going through
it. As a whole, students are less
prepared for college.•• Creamer
stated that there are several reasons
why students are less prepared for
college now than in the 50's and
60' s. One of the most obvious is the
large number of students now going
to college.
The Chronicle wishes to point
out the low percentages that the area
and the state have had on its proficiency tests. In order for a student to
graduate from high school in the
State of Ohio, he/she must pass a
composite testofbasic material such
as reading, arithmetic, and citizenship.
Furthermore, the Board will review a plan in June to create a
parking fee of $5.00 per month or
$60.00peryear. Creamer stated, "It
will not probably be implemented
this year. There will probably be a
parking fee [passed later}."
Creamer told the Chronicle that
the parking fee will increase the
nwnber of security on patrol and
increase lighting on campus. Furthermore, SSU is currently on exemption from a Portsmouth city ordinance that prohibits graveled
parking lots within the city.
The Chronicle had received concerns from members of the SSU
community that the parking fee
would be used to fund new projects
at SSU. Creamer stated that the funds
achieved from fees would not go for
other projects sucli as the new parking garage for the Fine and Performing Arts C.enter. He said, "The garage would bepaidbythosewhouse
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Mystery Navajo
flu claims 13

rid

last Thursday one shaman blessed according the Israeli government. ing other improvements in the letting the market regulate production
Red Rock State Park were Bartlett was However, Palestinians living in the area of hwnan rights. These are areas and strengths and will lead to a
before she caught and died of the virus. Occupied Territory ofthe Gaza Strip probably the key for China to have healthywaldeconomy by promoting
Traditional Navajos spread com claimthatthe Israeli Defense Forces the order renewed in 1994.
growth. This principle usually applies
pollen throughout the reservatioos as (IDF)havefurtherrestrictedentrance
Clinton said of his decision to those nations who are strong manuthat China was one of the facturers and have the wealth to proprayer and a hies.gag.
Cleofus Curley, a
world'smostrapidlygrow- duce cheaply with no tariffs added to
who disbelieved in traditional
ing economies and is cur- the product. Tariffs are used to restrict
healing practices, has shown berently ' 'moving away from the purchase ofgoods from Olher nalief after his grandmother has
communism to market eco- tions by making them expensive
been helped by Navajo shaman
nomics very quickly.. .I ba- through taxation The COMumer must
with various i i ~. He stated,
sically have decided to ex- tum to the domestic ~cts. How" Sometimes .
tend MFN status for a year ever, in the age of tra.n&lational and
[asharnan]helps,sanetimes
because I want to support • multi-national corporations, industry
it doesn't. Both work together
modernization in China." can set up in a host natioo to avoid
here ...Ifthe medicine man can't
He has stated earlier that, tariffs or, in the case of Mexican interhelp he saw them to the docta;
"It'sagreatopportunityfor e&S. produce goom through lower
ifthe doctor can't help, he sends
America there [in China]." cost labor and then sell in the U.S.
However Clinton also without a tariff.
themtothemedicineman. They l!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!il
are both healers."
said, "They [China] still
However, many groups believe
put
political
prisoners
in
jail.
We
into
Israel.
Many
Palestinians
go
into
that
the treaty will guarantee the
Group calls for end
Israel foremployment,especiallyfran think that they have used prison loss of American jobs to Mexico.
to Cuban embargo the extremely poor Gaza Strip that labor to make products, and we Labor unions are vehemently
(New York) A delegatioa of 11 basically has no means ofself-support. have some other problems with against NAFT A and see this as
The Israeli government also staled them.''
members from the group known as the
another nail in the coffin for
Amer tea's declining industrial secInternational Peace for Cuba Appeal thataJ)IX'Oximately280a<klitiooa1Pal- Group daims that
tor which supplies high payingjobs.
(IPCA) claims that the 31- year old estinians would be released due to the
lobbyists
This will promote more part-time
embargo of Cuba is linked to an eye feast of Eid al-Adha that will take
and lower wage jobs in the service
disease that is sweeping the island. So place next week.
try to ensure the
sector and hurt American workers
far 30,000 Cubans have fallen victim _
C linton gives most
and
their affluence, they claim.
to the disease over 18 months. Last
passage of
ThursdaytheCubangovernmentasked favored nation status
Representative
Ted Strickland is
(Washington) The Center for
the international community for aid in
against
the
bill
as
he stated earlier
Public Integrity (CPI), a governto China
fighting the disease due to its severity.
in
his
campaign
due
to the possiment watchdog group, has issued
(Washington) La&Thursday PresiThe disease destroys eyesight in
bility
it
might
take
jobs
away from
a report stating that over $25 rnilits victims. The IPCA claims that it is dentBill Clintoo agreedtorenewma!,t lioo has been spert in foor years fa Southern Ohio.
caused by dietary problems and mal- favorednatioo trade status to China for lobbying on behalf of the Mexican
nutrition. However, Cuban doctors another year. Clinton felt it too early to government am~ rusmess interhave yet to pinpoint the actual cause. revoke the aid and destroy China's esistoen.uethe~ofthe North
ltisnotknown whetherthediseaseis attempt at modernization, oot would American Free Trade Agreement
nutational or hereditary. The East still monitor. Heimistedthatthe United (NAFfA).lreseinterestgrot4)Seven
Coordinator of IPCA, Jelayne Myles, States would not "tum its back" on himi33retiredU.S.govemmentperstated, "It's looking as though the eye human rights. China's human rights soonel to help pass the measure,sane
disease is caused by nutritional defi- aooses include the suspected use of of whom have been associated with
ciencies which are blockade related.'' faced prison labor in industry and the Ointon Administratioo.
She added "But whatever the cause imprisoning political prisoners for
Opponents claim that the report
turns out to be, it's only complicated opposition to the Sfate.
is biased and misleading. They note
MEETING DATES AND TIMES
Clinton is expected to prepare
by the blockade.''
that the CPC receives approxiPortsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Former attorney general Ramsey the executive order with strong lan- mately 10 percent of its funding
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Clark was on the eleven-individual del- guage against human rights viola- ftanlaborunion a other labor based
egation and is calling for an end to the tionsbythe Communist government. groups. Labor unioosare against the
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
blockadesincetheSovietUnioo'sdisin- This may include freeing most of measure.
Saturday, 7 p.m.
tegration. He asked, ''What possible China's political prisoners and makNAFTA was designed to proIronton,
Christ Episcopal
reasoo is there to inflict suffering on all
mote free trade on the Nath AmeriChurch, Fifth and Parle
the peq,le ofOJba [especially now that
can continent among the United
the Soviet bloc has collapsed]?''
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
States, Canada, and Mexico. Those
Mondays at 12:00 Noon
Sane American researchers have
who
oock
the
measure
see
it
as
Founder's Room
already left to aid the Cuhm people.
Uniffnity
Center
David Levinsoo, a U.S. physician in
S.SU
Studelltlt
Faculty,
Cuba researching the disease, told the
and
Staff
Welcome
media, "[the] policy of embargo is a
I
I
Sponsored By
direct auack on the health of the ~hut
Campus
Ministry
I
I
people."

( Gallup, N.M.) There have
been at least 13 deaths from a
respiratory ailment mainly striking members of the Navajo Nation, which is located on territory
in both Arizona and New Mexico.
Nine victims are Navajo. At this
time there are at least 18 known
cases of the flu-like illness. The
illness is being called unexplainable adult respiratory distress syndrome.
The ailment starts with symptoms common with the flu, which
include: nausea, muscle aches,
cough, and fever. However, as the
illness progresses it leaves its vietims turning blue and gasping for
breath.
Currently there are still no
definite links except geography.
Although the majority of victims
of the initial outbreak have been
Navajo, there are some cases affectmg omer racial and ethnic
groups. Michael Burkhart, the
New Mexico Health Secretary,
stated, "We'recheckinganything
we can find. anything we think
could give us a clue. " A similar
case in 1976 took four months to
discover the cause of Legionnaires' Disease. '
There have been a few victims
who recovered; however, no antibiotics have been officially linked
to the recovery.
Currently there are two patients
in critical condition in
Albuquerque's University Hospital. Aoother admitted with them, a
13yearoldNavajogirlnamedKimberly Bartlett, died Saturday.
The many traditional Navajo
are approaching the disease as a
sickness of the spirit rather than the
body.Anson YizzieaNavajograndmother that lives outside of Gallup
told the media that the peq>le new
the plague was corning. Yizzie said,
"Our medicine men, they knew it
was going to happen. It's because
wedon'tdoa lot of the ceremooial
things we used to do. We don't
believe in our traditional ways. That
is why it is hawening. It's not a
disease. It's a spiritual sickness."
Israel free
Pal
Tribal shamans are offering
. ·l
S
esprayers and spiritual advice to the
doct<rs and the land that the disease
(Jerusalem) Israel freed 250 ofits
is ~ g across. Last ~ursday Palestinian detainees, the majority
five NavaJO shaman met wtth doc- (171) from the West Bank, as a peace_ tcn totalkabootthe ~l!.'~-.1\~-:. -1 fuLsestum due-to.a. Musl.im.hoijday,
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The Truth Comes Out

As you can
see, the fableed
photographs,
which
have
by
caused so much
trouble and exJay Arr Henderson
penseoverapeL;;;;=.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==;.1 riod of months,
arephotographsof..Jay Arr Henderson
himself
A Note from the Editor:
You can also see that the object
ltis withaheavy heart (dam those which was originally mistaken for a
pizzas!) that we take pen in hand (oc, chihuahua is actually a two-liter bottle
to be accurate, keyboard in lap} to of Pepsi which has been transformed
write the final chapter in what must into a rather o&i shape. ·
be one of the oddest interludes in the
When faced with the evidence, Mr.
admittedly somewhat uncooventional Hendersoo'sresponsewas, "Oooops."
histocy oftlus newsplper.
After lengthy imerrogations, from
As many of you know, which is which the colwmist is expected to
nottosayyoucare, columnistJay Arr make a full recovery, Mr. Henderson
Henderson has spent the last few has managed to recoostruct some ofthe
months in and out of various medical events surrounding the creation ofthis
facilities and this space has sen a and the other photographs. It now apbewildering variety of guest colum- pears that these were taken, God knows
nists, some of whom, under moce by whom, at the Christmas office party.
favocabble circumstances, I would Thiscameasquiteashocktothisedita,
notallowtoreadthisjoumal,letalone especially since he had not been inwrite it This ir~ty aH stemmed fooned that there would even BE a
from a physical wault upon the per- Christmas office plfty but of course
sori ofMr. Henderson sh<X1ly after he he'sONLYTHE EDITORSOWHAT
claimed in this colwnn to be in THE HECK.!!!! RIGHT?????
poses.goo ofsome highly embarrassIn any case, as best we can figure
ingpiotognq:ilsofacertainFBI chief out, Mr. Henderson was in the process
and a chihuahua.
of demonstrating a sexual act (the naAfter all these months, we are ture of which we refw.e to specu]ate
finallyabletorevealthephotographs! upon), tooneofthe youngerand femaler
As you can see ftom this typical members of the staff. The outcane of
photograph (see photograph A) it this demonstration and whether it acdoes appear to be a picture of a complished its true purpose remains
middle-aged man orally exploring unknown. However, I would like you
some unidentifiable object which all to join me in praying that Mr.
could, if one were dnmk: enough, be Henderson did get results. A further
mistaken for a chihuahua.
interrogation by the female members
However, withtheuseofmodern of the staff seems likely, after which I
imqge-enhancement and light-blast- suspect that this Former investigative
ing techniques, we have managed to reporter will lack the capability to get
OOOlin a truch more detailed image resuhs ever again, if you get my drift.
from this photograph. The results:
We now bring this pathetic saga io
(See Photograph B)
a close. Mr. Heooerson has taped an
apology and we are publishing a tran-

Dick: What?
Man: The dirty pictures.
Dick: What?
Man: The money for the dirty
pictures?
Dick: What?

script of the tape.

reporting game. I'm going to do tame
little colWT)llS about what happens to
yoursocksinthewashingmachine and
other fresh, original stuff like that. I
hope you all wish me ... Excuse me, the
phone is ringing.'..be right back...
(sound of microphone being
dropped on desk as phone rings again)
Yeah...this ishe.Who is this? Well,
Mr. Throat, if you have...you'vc got
what? Him??? Arid he's doing what?
With a what? How...l mean; does he
stand on a ladder oc what? Of Course I
want to see the pictures! Where? I
don't know if Patsmouth even has a
parlcinggarage ...Twoo' cloclc. ..see you
there ... Red flower in the
buttoohole...and you 'II be the ooe with
the manila folder marked Top
Secret... Gotcha. See you at two
· o'clock. ..
(Sound of phone slamming down
and microphone being grabbed up}
Gee, guys, it looks like those lamdry oolumm will have to wait. I'll be
postponing my retirement ftan the
reporting game.

Hello, everybody. Jay "If they
can't take a joke... " Henderson here.
I'm taping a message to say I'm sorry
to all the readers of my column. I
would have typed this up, oot my
Anyway, I asswned the pictures
arms aren't working too good.
were of Sessions 'cause that's what
Interrogation, they call it!
I'd just like to apologiz.e for all the they looked like to me and I don't
trouble I've caused lately. I think you know if they guy was trying to blackall deserve some soct ofexaplanation. mail me or what. Anyway, I never
heard from this guy again so the hell
I hq,e somebody thinks of one.
All I know is this guy called me on with him.
Anyway, I think you'll all be
the phooe andaskee me was I the guy
who wrcxe the article about Se~ions happy to learn that I will never be
and I said Yes and he said Why'd you l'eSp(Dible focanythinglikethisagain.
call him Melvin when his name is I'm giving up my career as an invesreally William and I said it was an tigative reporter. Some men were
insidejoke for the Poli-Sci ~jors oot meant to scale lllOlUltains oc build
nolxxly noticed so that showed how skyscrapers,somemenweremeantto
much they keep up with the news and ferret out caruption and destroy it,
he said Did I want to buy some and some men were meant to lie on
pictures which might be really em- tropical beaches and get continuous
barras,giig if certain people got hold oral sex. I think I belong in this final
•
of them and I told him Let's have a categocy.
I would like tosaythatl've learned
look. Am after he showed me the
pictures and
told me how.------------------------------,
muchmoney
he wanted for
them, I told
himtocallme
wfien I decided and
gave him the
phone nwnber of Dick
Howard and
wouldn'tyou
love to know
howthatcoov er sat ion
wockedout?
Rriinngg

...:..,__.=======:::=:::==-------=-===;__----------J

Dick :
Hello?
L..:..._ _ _

::=havethemoney?
Man: Foc the pictures?

Photograph B

a great deal from all this. Mainly what
I learned is: the female of the species
is moce vicious than the male. And
whenafemale member ofthe editorial
~taff tapes a certain part of your
anatomy to a table and JUS a butcher
knife and a hammer behind her back
and says," Choose one!" there• sonly
one thing you can do. Try to open a
vein in your wrist with your teeth.
I explained this to one ofour staff
photographers while we were searching for one of my eyeballs which had
somehow gotten mislaid during the
' 'interrogation.'' She said something
about the way an animal in a trap will
choose to chew offtheir own leg to get
free. Applying this logic to my 1)Wll
situation, all I could think to say was,
"Left?"

(At this point in the tape, there is a
loud conunorion like the SOllld of a
door being broken down and loud cries
of, "Llke Hell!" and "Get him!" The
next minute of the tape is filled with
loud snarls and grunts and numerous
screams and cries of, ''I was only kidding!" and "Whatever happened to
freedom of the fRSS?"
There is a final horrifying scream:
"Not the stapler!!!!!'•
Then there is only silence.
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Winger: Sometimes It's Just A
Matter OfTiming
Winger has returned for rowid
three, with a new album, entitled
full. Unfortunately, they returned
at a bad time. With rock sales and
airplay lagging like never before,
the timing is lousy.
When Winger first hit the scene
in 1988 with their self-titled debut
album, they came at a great time,
during a rock revolution, when bands
like Poison, Bon Jovi, and Def
Leppard were getting unbelievable
sales and success with their latest
releases.
Then along came New Kids on

the Block,
who diverted
achunkofthe
teenage female audience long enough to suck
their next two or three years of
allowance from their pockets. Then
Donnie "I still wish I could rap"
Wahlberg set fire to a hotel room
with underage girls in tow (kinda
like Dave Koresh, except Koresh
showed some evidence of musical
talent), then NKOTB tried rap, then
sank into the abyss.
TowardtheendoftheNewKids
cult (face it, that's what it was),
Winger's second album,
Heart of The Youn2. came out and
enjoyed great success. rock was
still selling like crazy with songs,

You'll have to excuse me right
now I'm all shaken up over the
bomb threat we had here at Shawnee
State. If my article starts to wonder
off into the wild-blue-yonder it's
only because I'm contemplating my
own mortality. Back when I was in
high school, bomb threats were just
something people did to get out of
biology tests, but after what happened at the World Trade Center I
will be a lot more concerned about
bomb threats from now on.
Well I'm here to talk about explosive music not bomb threats, so
lets get on with this weeks reviews.
Tell Me Why is the second solo
effort by Wynonna Judd and it just
goes to show that she isjust as good
ofa so.lo performer as she was a duet
with her mother Naomi.
With the title track Tell Me Why
climbing the charts, it's just a beginning to all the music on this album
that Wynonna is giving a new edge
to country music.
Wynonna breezes through the
rockin' tune Girls With Guitars,
written by Mary-Chapin Carpenter.
She also does a wonderful job with
the inspirational song Let's Make a
Baby Kina.
What really works well on this
album is the two blues tunes. One
titled Just Like New, about one of
Elvis's Cadillacs. And a song titled
That Was Yesterday. written by
Naomi Judd.
When all is said and done, I feel
Wynonna has a real winner with
Tell Me Why. ••• 112
JanetJacksonhasreleasedanew
album that is a big power house of
wall to wall music. The album is

simply titled~. but there is nothing simple about it.
Janet has put together an album
that is much more mature and sexier
than anything she's done before.
Like Madonna, Janet is showing
that as she gets older the music is
growing to suit the new woman and
the new times.
The tracks .Tuars
the Way Love Goes, If,
and This Time really
show off the songwriting skill of Janet with
Jimmy Jam & terry
Lewis. The song I enjoyed the most was
Wbat'll I Do with it's
Janet Jackson rock
style.
The big message on this album
comes in the track New Aaenda.
Then on the sexy side of this
album are the tracks The Body That
Loves You, Anytime Anyplace, and
Throb. The first two are sexy but
Thro.12 leaves little to the Imagination.
Over all I think Janet has really
outdone herself this time. ••• •
Well KISS Alive III is here and
as Alive I & II did to prove that KISS
is the loudest band in the world, so
does Alive III. Following a come
back album, Reven~. and a successful tour after the loss of long
time drummer Eric Carr, who replaced the original drummer Peter
Criss, Alive III shows a band that's
ready to rock on well into the 90's.
Alive III is packed with classic
KISS like Creatures c;,f the Nid)t,
~.Heaven'sonFire,andl.Was
Made for Lovin' You. And some of

especially ballads, _by Slaughter,
KISS, Aerosmith, and the like.
In 1992, rock began slipping,
withonlyahandfulofbands,suchas
Metallica and Gwis N 'Roses, having massive releases. Enter the
"Cyrus Virus," and America went
crazy,andmorecountrystartedpouring into the mainstream.
All it takes is a couple of performerstogetafootinthedoor,and
thenmoremusicofthattypewillget
attention. For example, Pearl Jam
and Soundgarden put grunge (and
Seattle)onthemap,GarthandBilly
Ray gave country some steam, et
cetera.
But right now, country is en
vogue. Don't get me wrong, my
problem is not with country itself,

actually some of it's pretty good.
However, it's overhyped like crazy
(I mean come on. Line dancin2?!?
What is the-concept there?). Anyway, like all passing fads (face it,
likeplatformshoesandbellbottoms,
that's what it is), country will fade
outofthenational spotlight,justlike
rock has in the past year or so.
Anyway, this new album is
Wingerattheirbest. the first single
and video, "Down Incognito," is
currently moving fast up the album
rock charts. It'sasongabouthaving
hard times, and laying low until
thingsgetbetter. lt'sclearlythebest
track on the album, and the listener
is sure to get a kick out of it.
Another major highlight is
''Blind Revolution Mad,'' a serious

look at the state ofthe world, with it's
caruption, destructicn and injustice.
The songwriting is superior, with lines
like '' . .. While plastic faces/ nm for
king of this/ Disassociation land . ..
And the naticn's glued to CNN 1to
watch their own creation.''
Other tracks wath hearing are
"InMyVeins," "InForTheKill,"
"The Lucky One," and "Who's
the One."
Kip Winger and company have
outdone themselves. the only problem is the timing. This album is a
year too late, or a couple years too
early, to really cash in. however,
that doesn't take away from this
album's bite. The album is wellwritten, well-produced, and kicks
some serious tail. .... 1/2

the newer songs like Forever and

UC: What got you into classical
music?
MH: I liked Randy·Rhodes the
guitarist for Ozzy Osbourne and he
did a classical song call "Dee" and
that's where I got into classical.
UC: How old were you then?
MH: I was about 16 or 17.
UC: You started out on rock and
wenttoGIT. How
long where you
there?
MH: I studied
electric guitar and
contemporarymusic at GIT for one
year.
UC: So you
didn't have any
training in playing
c)asgcal music. Did you teach yourself?
MH: No, I learned some electric
guitar fran Steve Boules and I went
back to him to learn cla&<iical.
UC: So row loog have you been
waking with classical music?
MH: I been playing cla&<iical for

six years now.
UC: Dark Elf isn't your 'first
classical album is it?
MH: No, I done twoother shorter
albums of classical. Dark Elf was
the longest time I spent on a album.
I've been working for a year on this
one.
I would like to thank Matt for
talking to me and letting me get to
listen to his album The Dark Elf. Matt
hq,es to have his album available at
Shephard's Sourxl Worlcs, so if you
are interested ask fer it there. This is a
greatguitaralbumandwouldbeworth
picking up. ••• 112

More Great Music For A Great Summer

•

•

Domino.

Alive III then finishes with the
Star Spangled Banner, and what a
finish it is. KISS Alive III is a must
for any KISS fan. ••• 112
This week I've got a special
review for you. A student here at

SSU named Matt Hoover brought to
mea copy of his album The Dark Elf
Yoll. This album is all classical
guitarwrittenand performed by Matt
except one piece by Mozart, "Rondo
alla Turca.' •
I have always enjoyed classical
music and Matt has put together a
really good album. I would really
like to hear what Matt could do in a
larger and better equipped studio
with the aid of a full orchestra arrangement.
The piece I enjoyed the most
were Sylvan Rhapsody, Serenade in
E minor, Falls of the Elf Maid, and
Minuet and Ada2io inc minor. The
second side of this album is a nine
pait guitar suite that I feel shows
Matt's writing and playing skills
very well. ·
I also got to interview Matt and
got a little more insight into the man
and his music.

GRADE SCALE
Excellent - •• •• •
Great-••••
Good-•••
Poor-••
Fair-•

I would like to thank Tim
Shephard and Shephard's Sound
Works, 1003 Gallia St. for providing me with music for review. All
these albums and many more are
available at Shephard's.

Happy 21st
Birthday To

Ms. Jennifer

-eerry.

-
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·Art Degree Continued Fron, Page 7
fiber-optics, which means that soon
the average cable network could
have· up to a thousand channels.
''You have to figure that, when they
start producing that much entertainment, they're going to have to employ a lot of designers, artists, actors, musicians and writers.' •
We are moving toward the true
blossoming of the Information Age,
Tom feels, and the people who work
with information-artists and writers-will be faced with many exciting, new career opportunities.
Tom sees other signs that the art
world is ''the place to be.,. He
showed me a passage from the book
Me2a-Trends 2000 by John Nesbitt
and Patricia Aburdine in which the
author gives the surprising statistic
that the American public has recently spent more money attending
art-related activities than they spent
attending major-league sports.
The Art Department is working
on a program which will be like an
apprentice system. Many people at
Shawnee State, including the instructors, have owrated or are operating Ceramics businesses. Someone who wanted to operate a pottery
business would be able to.work with
people who have experience in the
field ..

such ways as to expand their market. "You can't limit yourself to
place. The number one limit to
all)'. business is market. If you
buildaMcDonald's,onlysomany
people will drive by that place in
any one year and that's the limit
of your business. In quality arts
and crafts, the goal is to get outside that limitation of place. If
you're trying to make a decent
living in any small town you're
going to find it difficult because
there are only so many people to
sell to. However, if you can get
into these large marketplaces,
your work is available to people
who are buyers for larger firms,
and they contract with many;
many craftsmen every year to
produce work for them." Tom
wants to make his students aware
of these larger markets.
He cites the case of one local
artist who, with the help of a Fax
machine and overnight mail, illustrates books for a New York
publisher.
'• An artist should not spend
seventy-five per cent of his time
marketing his work. He should be
producing and then know how to
get their stuff to the marketplace."

· Tom feels that the function of
the Art Department is changing.
He says, "We're going to be actively involved in not only just
presenting arts classes, but training our students, the ones that want
to, to go out and become earners. ·
That's a big part of our mission is
to make sure that people can financially survive."
Tom saysdiat there are many
excellent arts-teaching programs
in the elementary and high schools
right now, but they are often hampered by lack of funds.
Tom says we've had many students who could have benefitted
from a four-year arts program.
"We've acted as a feeder institution. A lot of our students have
gone on to Ohio University, UC,
and other schools.•' Htr cites tho
case of Greg Bauer, '1,. former
Shawnee student who received his
four-year degree from OU and
came back to Portsmouth to open a
graphics studio.
We asked Tom ifhe had a final
comment for budding artists.
"I think that people generally
are only limited by what they think
they can do.''

_·Melissa,
GetWell Soon!
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Thetoughestpartofbeingin
arts business, Tom says, is deveJ'o
ing the market. Tom hints that he i
working on a new project right no
that may provide local artists w·
major new market.
We asked him about the presen
local art market.
Tom said that art marketing I,
no longer local. He hopes to sho
people how to market their work ·

Kelley's Deli Cont.
From Pa~e 8
UC: I understand you also deliver. Do you get many delivery or-

ders?
KA: Yes, like Mitchellace, we

go the them every day; the newspaper, ~very day. It's catching on more
now than it was. I haven't done any
advertising at all. The first thing in
print was the article in the Community Common. Other than that, it's
been word of mouth. We do catering
too. We catered a wedding two weeks
after we opened, and it was fun, and
I love that part. It's what I do.
Kelley's Is conveniently located
just a few blocks from campus, and
delivery is.. free. Also for SSU students, faculty, and staff. Every Friday is_SSUDay. when there is a 10%
discowit.
-
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1993-94 SSU ·Cheerleadin Roster Announced

By Martin Poston

UC Business Manager and

.

Interim Sports Editor For A

SSU Cheerleader Coach Lois
Rase announced the roster for
the 1993-1994 che·erleading
squad last week.
The cheerleaders for next
season are : Jt!annie Alkire,

Shanna Brammer, Bill
Dillon,
Jennifer
Dunham , Joe Hull ,
Jirawat Jeamvigite ,
Jenny Kinker , Bart
Mar5,:um, Todd Reed,
Christy Rutherford,
and Missi Smith.

So Long,
Tony!

,

voritesand links to the past
By Roman DuVall
don't always win champiUC StafTWriter
Like many others in the tri-state onships, as the Reds recent
area, l grew up a loyal and devoted firing of Tony Perez as
Cincinnati Reds fan. From the years manager indicates. While I
of the Big Red Machine to the hate to see Tony go, the
present, through the ups and downs, fact remains that the Reds
I have always followed the actions play of late has been
of our beloved Reds. I idolized Pete uninspired to say the least. ..__ _....,.-._,,;.a.__,.....,.,.
Rose growing up and still have great With a 20- 24 record and a
respect for him to this day. Other nine and one-half game
favorites were George Foster, , deficit staring the club in
Johnny Bench, Davey Concepcion, the face, general manager
Joe Morgan, and the Big Dog, Tony Jim Bowden felt that a
move needed to be made, .___ _ _ _ _and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J
Perez.
Lou Piniella was a great man- and he was right.
The victim just happened to be
ager for the Reds, but I was delighted at the naming ofTony Perez one of Cincinnati's most respected
as Reds manager last October. There and loved players. This decision, no
is nothing like having a link to the doubt, was a difficult one to make,
Reds glory days running the show in but in the long run, hopefully will
Cincy. I thought Pete Rose was a benefit the Reds in the future. I wish
good manager and could have done new manager Davey Johnson the
And then the scene changed with the. inning.
I have lived my life as I've
it.
just as well as Piniella had he not best of luck as he talces over the
The grandstaoo Call1e up with a shout.
Amassed
neither
silver
oor
gold,
been suspended from baseball, and r-eigns in Cincinnati, and to Tony
The
umpire yelled "Safe!" for the runner
And
I
fin(ias
the
;years
closearoond:it,
I fek the same way when Tony was Perez or "Doggy" as he is affecWhen
everyone knew he was out.
The
things
thateo.mt
most,
I
cari
hold
tionately called by all Reds fans,
hired.
Unfortunately, sentimental fa- thanks for the memories.
But somehow these
will be righted,
I have played the~ fair; as 1•~ seen it,
According to my point of view,
·
We reap what we sow perhaps more.
And the things that today seem benighted...
But realize that others WilQS!JW it
T00101Tow will even the score.
May choose to take issue...and do.
By Martin Poston
uc Business Manager and
S<> I've lived all my life·as
found it,
l have seen good men pit.ch when their pitching
with a lapel pin, symbolizing
Interim Sports Editor of the
And.to
me
the
game
has
been
gocxt
·
Was
tops,
and
they
gave
all
they
had
achievement "above and beWeek
Soo1e
of
the
players
have
cheated,
Am
lost,
not
because
of
their
pitching,
A reception was held last yond the call of duty. " Dr.
But~ played the ~st that they could.
But because all. the fielding was bad.
Wednesday, May 26_, as team- Veri spoke briefly to all in atmates, peers, faculty and staff tendance, praising Merry for his
Another man pitched and his pitching·
And if you should ask me one questioo,
gathered to honor Travis Merry. good sportsmanship on the basAnd give me rio
for to ra-ve,
Was
l)O()f,
..
still
he
gcx
the
hurrahs
.•.
Merry, a 5' I 0" junior point ketball court, joking that ''he
And
he
not
because
of
his
pitching,
I'd
have
to
be
honest
and
tell ~L.
guard on the mens' basketball never gave back an elbow to
I've
received
a
lot
inore
than lgave.
But because of the person he '!~'
team, was selected as an Aca- anyone who dido 't deserve it.''
demic All-American by the
Merry, also an Honorable
I have heard the ump call 'em in pinches,
National . Association for Mention on the Mid-Ohio Con(Subnµtted by J. \)ouglas Miller)
When the game was still hanging m fate;
Intercollegiate Athletics.
ference Team and the NAIA
I've heard hiin scream "Out!" when by inches
·Merry, who carries a 3.65 District 22 Team, led the Bears
The runner was safe at the plate,
GPA in Plastics Engineedng, in scoring (16.5 ppg), assists
was one of 30 selected by the (5 .2 apg), steals (61 ) , and minNAIA nationally, and became utes played . He .also led the
the second player from SSU to team in 3-pointers made (38);
receive such an honor . The
"He should be a role model
first recipient was Craig for all athletes, proving that
Allemeier in 1991 .
success in athletics and acaSSU president Dr. Clive Veri demics is very possible,'' Bears
was on hand to present Merry head coach Jim Arnzen said.

ssu·Cheerleaders From Le~To ·Right, Front Row: Jeannie Alkire,Jennifer

Dunham, Jenny Kinker, Missi Smith, Shanna Brammer, and Christy
Rulherford. Back Row:Jirawat Jeamvigte, Todd Reed,Joe Hull, Bart Marcum,
Bill Dillon,
Coach Lois Rase. .
.

The Evened Score

By Richard. _M. ''Pek'' Gunn
all

fourxl

Merry Honored As NAIA
Academic All-American

I've

won,

room

~ports Editor Needed!!!!!!!
Call 355-2278 If Interested.

